agree with the commentary on Fox News
always comes to a complete stop at a stop sign
always provides an interesting detail about each person when introducing people
always wears striped socks
applied to Oxford because having gone there would look good on a resume
appreciate it when others take control
appreciate things that many people don't notice
asks lots of questions in class
attend a birthday party in a friend's room
attend a concert at the Garden
attend a gymnastics meet
attend a pottery class
attend the Boston symphony
attends a small, liberal arts college
attends at least one Shakespeare in the Park performance every summer
attends church every Sunday
averages 1-2 drinks a night when going out
bake chocolate chip cookies
be able to do more than five pull-ups in a row
be able to run a mile in under seven minutes
be able to write equally well with both hands
be afraid of dogs
be afraid of heights
be afraid of snakes
be agnostic about the existence of God
be excited to dress up for Halloween
be excited to spend a Wednesday night out with friends
be fascinated by astronomy
be happy with the current US government
be interested in yoga or tai chi
be more of a "night owl" than a morning person
be offended by sarcastic comments
be really bothered by seeing animals in pain
be really entertained by most kinds of humor
be stressed out about showing up late for an exam
be supportive of a friend who came out as gay
be the right size to wear Large t-shirts
be too shy to answer questions in a class
believe a full moon can cause strange behavior
believe family is the cornerstone of American culture
believe in astrology
believe in mandatory drug tests for all college athletes

believe nations harboring terrorists are as guilty as terrorists
believe that cultural diversity should be an important national issue
believe that eating meat is morally questionable
believe that the man should pay for dinner on a date
believe the US should provide AIDS medication to other countries
believes aliens have visited earth
believes laws are meant to be abided
believes love is the most important thing
believes organized prayer should be allowed in schools
believes public education is a waste of time and has children in private school
believes that couple should live together for several years before getting married
bikes to work every day
bleed easily when cut
browse around a used book store for half an hour
browse around at a thrift store for half an hour
browse around in an antique shop
browse through an entertainment magazine for 30 minutes
browse through your high school yearbook
buy a new pair of shoes
calls home almost every day
care a lot about having a job that pays well
care a lot about other people's well-being
care a lot about pop culture
care about building up a strong resume
cares about fashion
cares very much about getting credit for doing things
chat with a Nobel Peace Prize winner over dinner
complains about the weather a lot
create a CD mix with some of your favorite songs
cried when Mr. Rogers died
cried when Pope John Paul II died
cried when Tom Cruise and Nicole Kidman broke up
dated both men and women in college and is self-described as bisexual
daydream often
debate something mundane with a friend over dinner
discuss your favorite book with the author
dislike chocolate ice cream
dislike people who litter
dislike people who self-promote
dislike spending time with people who have different opinions
dislike the idea of wiretapping
dislike trying to make conversation with acquaintances

dislike watching documentary films
do a crossword puzzle
do one hour of yoga
do your laundry
doesn't cook much and enjoys going out to restaurants several days a week
doesn't know what a split-infinitive is
doesn't mind letting others be in control
doesn't particularly like meeting new people
doesn't smoke cigarettes
doesn't want to be talked to when upset
drinks coffee every morning
drinks coffee instead of tea
drive a small car for environmental reasons
drive out of town at night to stargaze with a telescope
drives a fuel-efficient hybrid car
drives a red sports car
dye your hair
eat a piece of chocolate cake
eat dinner at a fancy restaurant on Newbury street
eats fast food a few times a week
enjoy a new snowfall
enjoy attending a performances of Shakespeare plays
enjoy board games
enjoy dating someone of a different race or religion
enjoy drawing nature scenes
enjoy eating a snack before going to bed
enjoy eating chicken soup
enjoy eating left-over food the day after dining out
enjoy eating meat and potatoes
enjoy eating new food from southeast asia
enjoy eating when chicken soup when suffering from a cold
enjoy foreign films more than most Hollywood ones
enjoy gardening
enjoy going to the movies alone
enjoy goth night at a dance club
enjoy having a dog or cat as a pet
enjoy having a roommate from a different country
enjoy helping friends with their problems
enjoy hip-hop and rap music
enjoy keeping up with celebrity gossip
enjoy learning for its own sake
enjoy learning new languages

enjoy listening to electronic music
enjoy listening to music while falling asleep
enjoy mastering physical skills like juggling
enjoy painting
enjoy playing a musical instrument
enjoy playing video games
enjoy reading a book most nights before bed
enjoy snowboarding
enjoy spending a few hours in a contemporary art museum
enjoy spending time with children
enjoy spending time with grandparents
enjoy swimming
enjoy taking a nap outside during the summer
enjoy the adrenaline rush of taking risks
enjoy the political humor of 'The Daily Show'
enjoy thunderstorms
enjoy visiting the zoo
enjoy watching improv comedy
enjoy watching TV most every night
enjoy yardwork
enjoy yoga
enjoys building things
enjoys chatting while getting a haircut
enjoys fishing with friends
enjoys ice-skating
enjoys listening to NPR
enjoys living in the dorms
enjoys playing poker
enjoys reading about the latest electronic gadgets
enjoys red wine more than white wine
enjoys spending time in nature
enjoys taking warm baths
enjoys winter sports
exercises regularly
fear dying
fear growing old
fear losing loved ones
fear speaking in public
feel annoyed when people show up late for a meeting
feel bad when others are upset
feel comfortable interacting with most people
feel comfortable talking about personal issues

feel embarrassed to be stood up on a date
feel flustered when put on the spot
feel grief over the loss of a pet
feel guilty for eating fatty foods
feel happy about others' accomplishments
feel intimidated by large crowds
feel intimidated during confrontation
feel like hitting things when angry
feel most at home in a busy city
feel refreshed after going for a walk
feel scared walking alone at night
feel uncomfortable asking friends for help
feel uncomfortable jaywalking
find Aztec and Mayan history fascinating
find opera dull
find out that you've won an iPhone in a raffle
find profanity offensive
finds art from the impressionist period dull and uninteresting
finds irreverent humor entertaining
finds John Stewart's humor on 'The Daily Show' hilarious
finds yard work enjoyable and satisfying
finds young children annoying and bothersome
fly first class on a plane
follows the golden rule religiously
forget friends' birthdays
forgive people easily
frequently get muscle cramps
frequently get neck cramps
frequently get the hiccups
frequently stumble over things while walking
fundamentally believes that one person can make a difference in the world
generally have a lot of patience for mundane tasks
generally have a positive outlook on life
generally like former President Clinton
get a 30-minute back massage
get a manicure
get annoyed by chatty hairdressers
get bored easily
get distracted easily while working
get flustered when plans change at the last minute
get frustrated by sitting in rush hour traffic
get frustrated by technology

get impatient while waiting in a long line
get really dizzy on a merry-go-round
get up before dawn to watch the sunrise
get up early to go for a run
get very red in the face during exercise
gets a rush out of rising to meet life's challenges
gets together with friends to play poker every week
go away with friends for spring break
go bowling with your friends
go for a leisurely walk along the Charles
go on a blind date
go out to a night club
go over to a friend's room to play a new video game
go salsa dancing
go shopping at an outlet mall
go tanning at a salon
go to a tasting hosted by a local wine shop
go to lunch at an all-you-can-eat buffet
go to the movies in Kendall square
goes caroling every holiday season
goes out drinking a several times a week
goes through the same routine every morning
goes to clubs most weekends
grew up in a fairly well-off family
grew up in a very strict household with tightly-enforced rules
grew up in southern California
grew up in the Northeast
had a 4.0 GPA in high school
has a feeble handshake
has a tattoo
has a vegetable garden
has a wide variety of interests
has always wanted to ride a camel
has an iPod
has blonde hair
has fairly liberal political views
has fairly liberal social views
has good balance and is very coordinated
has had the lead in several main-stage plays
has hair that's dyed purple
has hair that's dyed red
has never been interested in politics

has never broken a bone
has never tasted beer
has no patience for fine arts like ballet
has parents that are divorced
has seriously considered growing dreadlocks
has several body piercings
has several openly gay friends
has strong religious convictions
has the habit of fingernail-biting
has traveled to all seven continents
has trouble keeping track of very many things at once
has two brothers and two sisters
has very neat handwriting
hate being told what to do by other people
hate doing dishes
hate exercising
hate flying in airplanes
hate going to the doctor
hate insects
hate long car-rides
hate proofreading papers before turning them in
hate spiders
hate to show up late for things
hates latex balloons
hates talking in front of large groups of people
have 20/20 vision
have a birthmark
have a fairly deep speaking voice
have a good sense of direction
have a high lung capacity
have a lazy eye
have a lot of respect for people who run marathons
have a lot of respect for the current government
have a particularly long torso
have a particularly small waist
have a pleasant singing voice
have a resting heart rate below 70 beats per minute
have a second toe that's longer than the big toe
have a stocky build
have allergies to many foods
have an "outie" bellybutton
have an active imagination

have an excellent sense of smell
have back problems
have bony elbows
have bow-legged legs
have coughing fits when the air is dusty
have difficulty hearing sometimes
have double-jointed thumbs
have ears that pop loudly while flying on airplanes
have fat ankles
have feet that are two different shoe sizes
have feet with very high arches
have good reflexes
have hair between the knuckles on the fingers
have joints that can be cracked easily
have knee problems
have large feet
have long enough legs to wear extra-long pants
have long fingers
have lots of body hair
have lots of freckles on the arms and legs
have lunch with an acquaintance from one of your sections
have pointy hips
have poor circulation and often have limbs "fall asleep"
have ribs that show through the skin
have sex with someone on a first date
have some varicose veins in the legs
have toned abdominals and back muscles
have type O blood
have very dry skin
have very flexible joints
have very fragile bones that break easily
have very good balance
have very healthy teeth and gums
have very smooth skin
have very thin fingernails and toenails
have very thin hair
have weak ankles
have weathered hands
have well-defined arm muscles
have well-defined leg muscles
hear a family member tell a story about your great-grandfather
help a neighbor move to a new room on the other side of town

hesitate to call an adult by his or her first name
hope to visit all seven continents
host a pizza party in your room
is a die-hard vegetarian
is a first-generation immigrant to the US
is a member of the Sierra Club
is a sucker for inspirational movies about sports teams
is a talented cook
is adventurous
is almost never late for a meeting
is an avid outdoors person
is an avid SCUBA-diver
is bothered by violence in the media
is captain of the Knowledge Bowl team
is considered by most people to be shy and introverted
is considering exploring Buddhist meditation
is convinced that everything happens for a reason
is easily distracted by background noises when trying to work
is emotionally sensitive
is extremely knowledgeable about physics
is fascinated by patterns in nature
is generally too shy to ask someone out on a date
is good at seeing how shapes fit together
is known for pointing out everyone's shortcomings
is looking forward to getting married one day
is meticulous about personal hygiene
is occupied with a demanding job and isn't interested in doing volunteer work
is proud to be an American
is right-handed
is self-effacing and tends to focus most conversations on the other person
is very committed to having a strong career
is very good about saving money
is very much a morning person
is very photogenic
is very superstitious
isn't bothered by the sight of blood
isn't particularly entertained by slapstick comedy
jog for an hour along the river
know the words to almost every Beatles song
knows all of the songs from 'The Sound of Music'
knows how to change a flat tire
knows how to read sheet music

knows how to speak a gibberish language
learns new languages easily
likes action movies
likes ballet
likes buying new technological gadgets
likes cats better than dogs
likes Coke better than Pepsi
likes decorating with bright colors
likes dirty jokes
likes drinking coffee or tea in the morning
likes eating cereal for breakfast
likes football
likes gothic architecture
likes having cable TV
likes jokes that make plays on words
likes jokes that make plays on words better than dirty jokes
likes lifting weights
likes listening to hard rock
likes math
likes math and science better than the humanities
likes motorcycles
likes mushrooms on pizza
likes peanut-butter and banana sandwiches
likes people who are independent and self-assured
likes people who are independent and self-assured better than those who seem needy
likes people who are open about most things
likes romance novels
likes romantic movies
likes science fiction TV shows
likes shopping for furniture
likes slapstick comedy
likes smoking cigars
likes staying up late at night
likes tea better than coffee
likes the color pink
likes the excitement of doing things spontaneously
likes the idea of being given a surprise party
likes the old Star Wars movies better than the new ones
likes the taste of Diet Coke
likes to attend music concerts
likes to bake
likes to be the center of attention

likes to do whatever makes other people happy
likes to eat fast-food
likes to eat pastries in the morning
likes to feel powerful
likes to fix cars
likes to give money to the poor on the street
likes to go camping
likes to gossip
likes to have a fair amount of physical contact with friends
likes to listen to music while working
likes to make snow angels
likes to play golf
likes to question authority
likes to read the newspaper
likes to shop for clothes
likes to sing sometimes in the shower
likes to sunbathe
likes to talk on the phone
likes to watch movies at home with friends
likes to watch sunsets
likes to wear revealing clothing when going out
likes to write in the margins of books
likes tofu
likes water or juice better than soda
likes working with computers
listen to country music
look forward to going home for Thanksgiving
look forward to sleeping late on Saturday
looks forward to owning a big house in the suburbs
looks people in the eye while talking
lose quite a bit of hair every day
love all of Jim Carrey's movies
love animals
love country music
love doing crosswords and most kinds of puzzles
love educational vacations like visiting ancient ruins
love exploring new places
love hot-air ballooning
love listening to jazz music
love organic chemistry
love philosophical discussions
love solving difficult problems

love the movie Napoleon Dynamite
love the Red Sox
love the view from tall buildings and hills
love to climb things like trees and large rocks
love to people-watch
love to sleep outside under the stars
love trying new and exotic foods
love watching all kinds of sports
love watching snow fall
loved watching 'The Smurfs' on TV as a child
loves art projects and enjoys being creative
loves beat poetry
loves dogs and has two labradors as pets
loves games like charades and Pictionary
loves horses
loves listening to reggae music
loves roller coasters
loves scented candles
loves to drive with the windows down
loves to explore new places
loves to go running in the rain
loves to go to the symphony
loves to hear what's going on in other people's lives
loves to look at the world from the vantage point of airplanes and tall buildings
loves to play scrabble
loves to play with babies
loves water sports
loves zucchini bread
make a late-night pizza run
make homemade ice cream at a friend's place
makes lots of spelling mistakes when writing
makes sure to keep up with pop culture
meditate for an hour at a Buddhist Center
moved around a lot while growing up
needs to exercise on a regular basis in order to feel healthy
never eats ice cream
never listens to jazz music
never uses profanity and is offended when others do
never wears sunscreen in the summer
not mind going out alone
notice if somethings out of place in a room
notice when a friend has gotten a haircut

notice when someone's shoelaces are untied
often buys clothes that never end up being worn
often commits to doing things before knowing the details
often has dreams about flying
often misplaces things like keys and credit cards
often picks up garbage off the street and throws it away
often quotes lines from 'Napoleon Dynamite'
often quotes lines of romantic poetry
often scribbles notes and comments in the margins of books
only likes to cook on the grill
only shares intimate secrets with a few select people
oppose tax cuts for the wealthy
participates in many extracurricular activities
places high value on fitting in with others
plan to major in women's studies
plans to go straight to graduate school after college
plans to take some time off after college
play a board game in your room with some friends
play a game of pool at a local bar
play charades with some friends at home
play fetch with a dog in a nearby park
play poker with some friends after dinner
plays the violin in the college symphony-orchestra
practices yoga daily
prefer a job that involves working indoors at a desk
prefer Apple to Windows
prefer autumn over spring
prefer beer to wine
prefer black-and-white photography
prefer dating lots of people rather than just one
prefer going to the beach over hiking in the mountains
prefer impressionist artwork over modern art
prefer living with roommates to living alone
prefer paper bags at the grocery store
prefer reading books to magazines
prefer reading memoirs and biographies more than novels
prefer reading nonfiction
prefer spending time with people who are older
prefer to arrive late to a meeting than show up unprepared
prefer to avoid conflict when possible
prefer to deal with problems alone
prefer to get news from the Internet

prefer to go grocery shopping over doing laundry
prefer to gossip about people rather than discuss ideas
prefer to keep in touch with high school friends over the phone rather than through email
prefer to keep most things private
prefer to keep phone calls as short as possible
prefer to live in a place with four seasons
prefer to live in an apartment
prefer to live somewhere warm where it never snows
prefer to read nonfiction rather than novels
prefer to sit in the back row in a movie theater
prefer to sit in the first row of a classroom or lecture hall
prefer to solve problems independently
prefer to study in the library than at home
prefer to use email instead of the phone
prefer to wear dark colors
prefer typing to hand-writing letters
prefer wearing casual clothes
prefers to sleep without a pillow
primarily sees the goal of education as increasing later earning potential
put together a bookshelf with hand tools
puts salt on most foods
rarely notices what kind of shoes people are wearing
read a comic book
read the front page of the Wall Street Journal
reads about local, national, and international affairs in the newspaper every day
really enjoys living in big cities
really like traveling to new places
rearrange the furniture in your bedroom
receive a hand-written letter from an old friend
recently started the Atkins Diet
recognize a movie star walking around Harvard Square
regularly burns scented candles
regularly drinks caffeinated, carbonated, and alcoholic beverages
regularly eats pastries for breakfast
regularly gives spare change to people on the street
remember most teachers from elementary school
resent authority figures
rides a motorcycle
roots for the Red Sox
Run a 5K race for charity
Run on a treadmill at the gym for 20 minutes
sample some cookies that a friend baked

says "um" and "uh" a lot while talking
scores in the 100-110 range on IQ tests
see a Shakespeare play
see beauty in mathematics
sing karaoke with some friends
sings in the shower
skate at a skating rink
sleep in later than usual
sleeps in late on the weekends
sneeze when a cat is nearby
soak in a Jacuzzi
sometimes plays computer games
sometimes wears clothes that don't really match
sometimes works late on Friday nights
speaks two foreign languages fluently and is learning a third for fun
speaks with a Southern accent
spend a few hours researching your family tree
spend a morning volunteering at a nursing home
spend a saturday volunteering at a soup kitchen
spend an afternoon looking through childhood mementos
spend an afternoon playing computer games
spend an afternoon tutoring a high school student in math
spend an hour browsing for a collector's item online
spend an hour in a coffeeshop with friends
spend an hour on the phone with a friend from high school
spend an hour organizing your closet
spend an hour reading a best-selling novel
spend an hour reading poetry
spend an hour reading Time Magazine
spend an hour working on a jigsaw puzzle
spend half an hour browsing a celebrity gossip website
spend half an hour browsing a friend's photos on Facebook
spend half an hour IM-ing with a friend from home
spend money to buy a new cellular phone
spend some time making a scrapbook from some favorite photos
spend some time visiting a Buddhist monastery
spend the afternoon at a day spa
spend the afternoon at an art museum
spend the afternoon at the Boston Museum of Science
spend the whole day in your pajamas
spend two hours writing a blog
spends a lot of time watching and reading science fiction

stays informed by reading news on the Internet
studies hard throughout the week
sunburn easily in the summer
support a ban on flag burning
support a state ban on same-sex marriage
support a terminally ill patient's right to die
support a woman's right to reproductive choice
support abortion
support affirmative action
support alternative energy sources
support capital punishment
support cloning
support free trade
support high fuel-efficiency standards
support state-sponsored drug abuse treatment progams
support stem cell research
support stronger gun control laws
support the legalization of marijuana
support the war in Iraq
supports civil unions between same-sex couples
supports stem cell research as a promising way to cure diseases
sweat more than average while exercising
swim in an indoor pool
take a 30-minute nap
take a bubble bath
take a karate class
take a long time to heal after cuts and scrapes
take a sports car for a test drive
take a weekend road trip with friends
take an aerobics class
take up a new hobby
takes criticism well
takes medication for most aches and pains as well as more substantial illnesses
takes public transportation to get to work every day
talk on the phone with a family member
talks about the weather a lot
tell a really good joke to some acquaintances
tend to breathe loudly most of the time
tend to catch the flu every year
tend to forget peoples names
tend to get blisters easily
tend to get chapped lips in the winter

tend to get depressed in the winter
tend to get very emotional about things
tend to give off an unpleasant smell
tend to have fairly greasy skin
tend to have very fresh breath
tend to lose and gain weight very quickly
tend to notice people's shoes
tend to recover quickly from injuries like broken bones
tend to snore loudly while sleeping
tends to leave clothes and other belongings all over the floor
tends to rely on emotion when making important decisions
tends to use pens that have blue ink instead of black
tends to use the phone instead of email to stay in touch with friends
think a firm handshake is important
think an equal rights amendment should be passed
think body piercings are disgusting
think character education should be mandatory
think children in poor areas should be bussed to better schools
think criticism is generally useful
think gambling should be legal everywhere
think gay couples should get the same benefits as heterosexual ones
think gays should not be allowed in the military
think good manners are important
think government should be very involved in people's lives
think how a room is decorated is important
think intelligence is important in a romantic partner
think it is important to contribute to faith-based charities
think it is important to learn a second language
think it is wrong to lie
think it would be fun to live in a cabin in the mountains
think it's good to smile at strangers on the street
think its important for people to know theyre appreciated
think it's important to be very active
think it's important to fit in with others
think it's important to get a flu shot every year
think it's important to have lots of friends
think it's important to keep a journal
think it's important to keep in close contact with family
think it's important to keep up with fashion trends
think it's important to wear sunscreen
think it's ok to eat off a friends plate without asking
think it's okay to speed on occasion'

think Jon stewart is very funny on the Daily show
think keeping a clean room takes too much effort
think listening to others chew gum is annoying
think loose immigration laws jeapordize our safety
think men should get also paid maternity leave
think minimum wage should be raised
think modern art is uninteresting
think modern dance is beautiful
think more public land should be open to hunting
think most folk music is dreary
think movies about sports are too predictable
think nature shows are boring
think one should only take medicine when really necessary
think overcoming challenges builds character
think people who are dating should do everything together
think personal hygeine is very important'
think physical attractiveness is important in a romatic partner
think prostitution should be illegal and heavily penalized
think racial profiling is wrong
think reggae music is annoying
think school is important
think secretive people are annoying
think some kinds of vandalism are funny
think squirrels are cute
think standardized tests are a good measure of ability
think tattoos are cool
think that america has been acting too arrogantly in world affairs
think that european films are generally better than the ones made in hollywood
think the supreme Court should use strict interpretation
think the ten commandments should be publicly displayed
think the US has been acting arrogantly in world affairs
think the US should limit foreign aid to other countries
think the wealthy have a responsibility to help the poor
think there should be greater penalties for hate crimes
think 'under God' should be removed from the Pledge of Allegiance
think you should say if someone has food in their teeth
thinks athletic competition should not be associated with academic institutions
thinks hunting for sport is cruel
thinks issues like disease and poverty are other peoples business
thinks it would be fun to be a spy
thinks it's important not to cry in public
thinks it's important to share feelings openly

thinks keeping their room clean is too much effort
thinks life would be incomplete without good literature
thinks lying is okay if it doesn't seem likely to hurt anyone
thinks people who are depressed just need to try harder to be happy
thinks physical attractiveness is more important than intelligence in a romantic partner
thinks that affirmative action is an appropriate way to address race and gender disparities
thinks that having a strong military is critical to continued prosperity in the US
thinks the book 'Catch-22' is a work of genius
thinks the US was right to invade Iraq
throw a birthday party for a friend
toss a Frisbee around in the park
touch toes without bending knees
tries to eat mostly organic food
try a new kind of ethnic food
try on formal wear just to see how you look
try out a new hairstyle in public
try to buy only organic foods
turns off the light switch whenever leaving a room empty
ultimately wants to live in South Africa
uses large, expressive hand gestures while talking
uses plastic, rather than wood, coat hangers
usually folds down a book's page corner instead of using bookmark
usually get hay fever in the spring and summer
usually gives money as a gift for birthdays and holidays
usually wears black or other dark colors
value learning about other cultures
visit a part of Boston you've never been to
visit a sick friend in the hospital over the weekend
visit the dentist for a check-up
voted for John Kerry in the 2004 election
walk with a slight limp
want Barak Obama to be president
want to accept an invitation to attend a "naked" party
want to always be told the truth
want to be a leader
want to be educated just to increase later earning potential
want to eventually live in the Pacific Northwest
want to eventually live in the south
want to explore spirituality through different religions
want to go bungee-jumping
want to go skydiving
want to have better handwriting

want to impress other people
want to learn karate
want to live near a large body of water
want to lose weight
want to marry someone of a different race
want to please others
want to seem happy even when sad or frustrated
want to start a family someday
want to travel through India and Nepal
want to ultimately be a stay-at-home parent
want to ultimately end up living close to home
wants others to think of them as brave
wants to be an electrical engineer
wants to take care of other people
wants to win at all costs
was a troublemaker as a child
was a varsity athlete at a large university
was always the shortest person in school
was born in January
watch a horror movie
watch a laser light show
watch a reality TV show
watch a romantic comedy
watch a sports game with friends
watch an improv comedy show
watch several episodes of 'The Simpons' on DVD
watch TV on a thursday night
watch your current favorite sitcom
watches almost every space shuttle launch on TV
wears fairly hip clothes bought at thrift shops
wears glasses for nearsightedness
wears glasses instead of contacts
weigh more than 160 pounds
went to four different elementary schools
wish childhood could've lasted forever
wish time-travel were possible
work on a sudoku puzzle before class
worry about getting a good summer job
would attend a speech by a political candidate from either party
would be happy living alone in a cabin in the mountains
would come up with an excuse not to help a friend in need
would do something just because it was unusual or off-beat

would feel lost without their friends
would like to be more athletic
would like to be more muscular
would never eat food that had passed its expiration date
would never wear the same pair of jeans two days in a row
would only drive an American car
would rather do something active with friends than sit around talking
would rather go to an interesting event alone than skip it if there was no one to go with
would rather talk about nothing than have periods of silence in a conversation
would readily offer help to a stranger on the street
would really enjoy having a dog to come home to every day
would've preferred to have lived in another century rather than in today's society
write a letter to the Boston Globe about an issue you care about
write a thank you note to a favorite teacher
write to your senator about an upcoming vote

